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Nursery 
Summer One - On an 
Adventure.

Invitation to Play:

Rationale: 

By the end of this topic, our children will have 
enjoyed exploring our world and beyond.  This 
will encourage them to think about their wider 
community.  We will begin to think about our 
place in the world.  Our children will increase 
their phonological knowledge as we build on our 
learning about Oral blending and segmenting. 
Your child is developing a love of stories and 
books, our phonics work is the beginnings of 
developing their reading skills. 

Children’s knowledge will be shown by:  
Increased confidence when planning and 
reviewing where and what they have played. 
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Nursery 
On an Adventure

AOL Objective Key vocabulary
PSED Play with one or more other children, extending and 

elaborating play ideas. 

 Help to find solutions to conflicts and rivalries. For example, 
accepting that not everyone can be SpiderMan in the game, 
and suggesting other ideas. 

Increasingly follow rules, understanding why they are 
important

Talk about their feelings using words like ‘happy’, ‘sad’, 
‘angry’ or ‘worried’. 

Begin to understand how others might be feeling.

Be increasingly independent as they get dressed and 
undressed, for example, putting coats on and doing up zips.

I am beginning to be more independent in my play.  
I am beginning to think about  my play. 
I am learning to use I am beginning to show self 
confidence.
I am beginning to help the adult in the setting.  
I am beginning to tidy up. I can ask a visitor a question. 
I can exhibit friendly behaviour  to welcome visitors. 
I can cope with small changes  to our routine.
I can talk about my feelings by using words like, happy, 
sad, cross, calm, worried and excited. 

CLL Sing a large repertoire of songs. Know many rhymes, be able to 
talk about familiar books, and be able to tell a long story
Beginning to understand why and how questions

Enjoy listening to longer stories and  can remember much of what  
happens 

Use longer sentences of four to six words.

Understand ‘why’ questions, like: “Why do you think the caterpillar 
got so fat?”

Questions why things happen and gives explanations. Asks e.g. 
who, what, when, how 

Beginning to use a range of tenses (e.g. play, playing, will play, 
played) 

 I can share a book with my friend talking through the 
pictures or repeating language I heard when it was read 
to me
In review I can make  my sentence more  interesting 
with the  number of words I am using. 
I have a strong ability to communicate with others and 
they understand what I am saying clearly. 
I can speak in a full  sentence during  review. 

PD Children are  increasingly able to use and remember sequences 
and patterns of movements which are related to music and rhythm.

I can the right resources to carry out their own plan. For example, 
choosing a spade to enlarge a small hole they dug with a trowel. 

I use a comfortable grip with good control when holding pens and 
pencils.

I am increasingly independent as they get dressed and undressed, 
for example, putting coats on and doing up zips.

I can move in a variety of  ways. 
I can crawl. 
I can run fast. 
I can roll. 
I can slide.
I can walk across a plank safely and with confidence.
I can choose the correct tool for the job. 
I can fasten my own coat. 

Literacy Children are developing their phonological awareness, so that they 
can spot and suggest rhymes.

We will count or clap syllables in a word. 

 I can attempt to write my own name, or other names and words, 
using combinations of lines, circles and curves, or letter-type shapes.

I will engage  in extended conversations  about stories, learning 
new  vocabulary. 

I can tell you a simple rhyming  pair. 
I will tell you in a story if words  rhyme. 
I can tell you when you have missed out a word of a 
popular  rhyme. 
I am confidently squiggle mark  making. 
I have three favourite books I  can tell you about. 
I can tell you about the book  of the week I can tell 
you about a  character. 
I can tell you what happens  next. 
I have a wide and varied  vocabulary for a 4-year-old

Maths Counting
Uses some number names and number language within play, and 
may show fascination with large numbers.
Recites numbers to 10 and maybe beyond. 
Numerical Patterns 
Understand position through words alone – for example:
Describe a familiar route. • 
Discuss routes and locations, using words like ‘in front of’ and 
‘behind’. 
Cardinality
Links numerals with amounts up to 5 and maybe beyond.
Composition
Beginning to recognise that each counting number is one more than 
the one before.
Separates a group of three or four objects in
different ways, beginning to recognise that the total is still the 
same.
Numerical Patterns 
Extend and create ABAB patterns – stick, leaf, stick, leaf. 
Notice and correct a repeating pattern.

I can give you 3 objects  when asked. 
I can count 1,2,3,4,5  and beyond  (independently) 

Numerical patterns 
 I understand positional  language. 
When directed I can  place independently an  object 
under, on top,  next to, above and  in/out? 
I can move my body to  the correct place when  
given positional  language, for example:  go under 
the den,  climb on top of the  box, stand next to the  
water, make your body  above the ground, put  your 
left arm in, left  arm out

Cardinality 
I can make numbers  1,4&7. 
I can tell you ‘how  many’ when I count a  small set of 
objects  (independently) 
I can answer when you  ask me ‘how many’ by  counting 
and knowing  the final number is the  amount. 
can show you an  amount, up to 5 on my  fingers. 
I can recognise the  numbers 1,2,3,4,5 by  pointing to 
them when  you ask me. 
When you show me a  number (1,2,3,4,5) I  can 
show the amount  in objects.

Patterns 
I can notice different  patterns in my  environment 
I can notice different  patterns on animals 
I am building a word  hoard to describe  pattern 
 I can without support  create a simple ABAB  pattern 
 I can extend with ease  an ABAB pattern 
 I can correct a mistake  in a repeating pattern  
(independently) 
I can speak in review  using the word ‘first I’ 
 I can add to my review  orally with ‘then I’.

Understand
ing the 
World

Show interest in different occupations. 
Continue developing positive attitudes about the difference 
between people.
Plant seeds and care for growing plants. 
Understand the key features of the life cycle of a plant and 
an animal. 
Begin to understand the need to respect and care
for the natural environment and all living things.
Use all their senses in hands-on exploration of natural 
materials.

Explore collections of materials with similar and/or different 
properties.

Notice and discuss patterns around them, 
Identify seasonal patterns – focusing on plants and animals
Begin to understand the effect their behaviour can have on the 
environment

I can tell two people that help  me in school. 
I can tell you about someone  with a helpful job (nurse,  
doctor, fire fighter, police  officer) 
I can tell you what people do in their job. 
I can tell you about different  people. 
I understand people celebrate  different things to me. 
I understand about people  from different cultures and 
I  respect the differences.
I can tell which sense/s I need  to use to explore my 
outdoor  environment. 
I can use taste to explore. I can use touch to 
explore. I can use smell to explore. 
I can use my ears to explore. I can describe in 
extended  vocabulary what I see. 
I can explore materials and  investigate different  
properties about them.
I can plant seeds and care for growing plants. 
I understand the key features of the life cycle of a plant 
and an animal.

Expressive 
Art and 
Design 

Children can sign the pitch of a tone sung by another person (‘pitch 
match’) and the melodic shape (moving melody, such as up and 
down, down and up) of familiar songs. 

We will create own songs, or improvise a song around one we 
know.
We will play  instruments with increasing control to express their 
feelings and ideas.

Our drawings will  represent ideas like movement or loud noises.

I will draw with increasing complexity and  detail, such as 
representing a face  with a circle and including details. 

I will to develop complex stories  using small world equipment like  
animal sets, dolls and dolls houses  etc.  

I will develop their own ideas and then  decide which materials to 
use to  express them. 
We will use available resources to create props or creates 
imaginary ones to support play.
I  will use different materials & explore different textures
When handling I will feeling, enjoying and manipulating materials
Use variety of construction materials

I can recreate stories in small  world trays. 
I can tell you the ‘rules’ in my  play.
I am beginning to draw a  person with features. 
I can draw and you can see  what I am 
representing. 
I can draw an object with details. 
 I can stick and glue to create  my design. 
I can create a new song.
I can sing using a melody
I can sing using a pitch 
I can play instruments with control and use them to 
express my ideas and feelings. 
I can build with purpose. 
I can build a den. 
I can make props to support my play 
I can select my own way of expressing my ideas. 
I can use my drawings to show movements or sounds. 
I can build by joining a range of construction materials 
together. (vertically, horizontally,, creating enclosure). 
I can mirror what an adult is doing adding my own 
variations.

Key Lines of Enquiry: 
We will investigate the life cycle of chickens as Eggucation bring eggs in an incubator we we watch as they hatch. As the 
weather gets warmer we will look for signs of Spring and notice the differences from Winter.  



Topic Overview

On an Adventure. Topic Hook

A trip to space in the 
immersive space. 

Topic Outcome
Increased awareness of the 
world around us. 

PSED - As most children are now settled in 
our Nursery we will really start celebrating 
success, ensuring children realise that the 
effort they have put into their learning will be 
celebrated as much as the outcome. Our 
children are becoming more familiar with less 
familiar adults as restrictions are relaxed.  
These skills will continue to be developed. 

CLL - Children are beginning to speak in full 

sentences, exposing and teaching a greater 
vocabulary will help them express themselves 
with confidence. 
A love of story will continue to be developed 
with our quality and entertaining books.  This 
terms Book of the Week reflect our children’s 
colourful and excited personalities. 

PD - Children will be encourage to balance, 

move and negotiate obstacle courses in the 
outdoor classroom, to develop our gross 
motor movements. 
We will be starting weekly PE session in the 
Hall with the School’s specialist PE coach, 
Ryan.  The children will begin to learn new 
skills linked to games. 

UW - We have considered our home and 
school environment a lot this year.  We are 
now going on an adventure to the deep 
ocean to meet pirates; to the jungle to see 
animals and explore with dinosaurs and 
finally we will fly into space! 

Lit - We will look at high quality and 
funny text such as Aliens Love Underpants, 
Pirates Love Underpants, Dinosaurs love 
Underpants, Doing the Animal Bop and 
The Snail and the Whale. 
We will mark make using more detail to 
give meanings to the marks we make and 
work on writing our own names. 

M -  We will begin to investigate other 
numbers within 10, learning what the 
numeral is and matching this to amounts. 
We will count beyond 10.  We will 
continue playing with numicon, tens 
frames and part whole models to 
investigate the value of numbers. 

EAD -  Our creative juices will be really flowing this term! Our models and pictures will start to 
become more detailed and so require higher levels on concentration.  Imagination and creativity 
are highly important attributes and this will continue to be nurtured.   

Linked texts


